Seed Certification Authority Declaration:
According to certification records the below information appears to be:

Accurate  Inaccurate

Transfer Approved:  Yes  No

Signature  Date

Interstate Transfer of Seed Certificate

The Nevada Department of Agriculture makes no guarantee about the seed documented below, and assumes no responsibility in connection therewith. The original applicant for certification is responsible for delivering seed from fields inspected in such a manner that varietal identity and purity of the seed are maintained.

FROM (Producer/Shipper):

Phone:  
Email:  

TO (Consignee):

Phone:  
Email:  

Variety:  Kind:  Class:  Year Grown:  Shipment Weight:  

Identification numbers (i.e. application and/or certification number):

Seedstock lot numbers (required for OECD certification of seed destined for EEC countries):

Stage of conditioning:

Certified seed for bulk storage
Indirt seed subject to certification from acres
Bulk stored seed subject to certification, moved to conditioner
Certified seed for conditioning (i.e. inoculation, treatment, Blending, bagging, etc.)

Seed container information:

Type:  Bulk  Work bags  Retail bags

If bagged:  No. of bags  Weight/bag

Shipped on:  Trucks

Shipper's Declaration:

I hereby declare that the seed described on this transfer was produced for certification and that the fields were inspected by and met the minimum field requirements for certification by the Nevada Department of Agriculture.

Signature  Date